Vodka & Latkes

Tuesday, December 19
7:30 pm at Marlboro Jewish Center

Please join us for a fun night as we sip cocktails, eat delicious latkes, and play BINGO with amazing prizes!
RSVP by Tuesday, December 12th to Patty (732) 536-2300
pattyd@mjcnj.com
December 2017/5778    Kislev/Tevet

Sun | Mon | Tue | Wed | Thu | Fri | Sat
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 13 Kislev | 2 | 14 Kislev | 3 | 15 Kislev | 4 | 16 Kislev | 5 | 17 Kislev | 6 | 18 Kislev | 7 | 19 Kislev | 8 | 20 Kislev | 9 | 21 Kislev

Kadima

Pre-Kadima

Erev Chanukah

Chanukah—1st Day

Chanukah—2nd Day

Chanukah—3rd Day

Chanukah—4th Day

Chanukah—5th Day

Chanukah—6th Day

Chanukah—7th Day

Chanukah—8th Day

First Day of Winter

Winter Break

MUSY

MUSY

First Day of Winter

End of Shabbat

Dec 1 4:13 pm Dec 2 4:00 pm 5:16 pm Dec 8 4:13 pm Dec 9 4:30 pm 5:16 pm Dec 15 4:14 pm Dec 16 4:00 pm 5:17 pm Dec 22 4:17 pm Dec 23 4:00 pm 5:20 pm Dec 29 4:21 pm Dec 30 4:45 pm 5:25 pm

B’nai Mitzvah:

Dec 2 Mincha Noah Goodman
Dec 16 Mincha Sydney Steinberg
Dec 17 Mincha Mia Jundef
Dec 23 Mincha Danielle Meyer

MUSY

Chanukah—1st Day

Chanukah—2nd Day

Chanukah—3rd Day

Chanukah—4th Day

Chanukah—5th Day

Chanukah—6th Day

Chanukah—7th Day

Chanukah—8th Day

First Day of Winter

Winter Break

Syndicate Office

732-536-2300

Rabbi Pont.................. x107
Sandi Shafran............... x103
Cantor Krieger ............. x118
Bonnie Komito ............... x101
Reba Schneiderman .......... x106
Dale Mesmer ................ x110
Patty Dorfschneider........ x109
Sylvia Ohrwashel.......... x321

Chai Building

732-536-2303

Rita Rashotsky............. x116
Bonnie Silverman .......... x100
Rabbi Ron Koas............. x113
Lissette Allen............. x114
Youth ..................... x124

MJC Officers

President
Rhonda Eiger ............. 732-616-5186

EVP
Len Whitman............... 908-596-0690

House
Paul Nebb .................. 732-547-7157

Ritual VP
Jordan Podos ............. 848-444-9795

Treasurer
Steve Landau ............. 732-617-7654

Fundraising VP
Jodi Kiste ................. 732-970-0411

Membership
Michelle Sherman ....... 732-761-1366

Education
Meryl Wohlstetter ...... 732-780-9059

Youth
Claire Fox ................. 732-972-5751

Sisterhood
Janine Zaslavsky ....... 732-591-8261
Stefanie Schneider .... 732-462-7520

Men’s Club
Eric Bonett ............... 732-972-2401
Alan Greenberg ........ 732-861-8433

Primetimers
Phoebe Dicner .......... 732-536-5128

Second Generation
Marvin Glickstein ...... 732-972-0259
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Marlboro Jewish Center
INVITES YOU TO HELP WITH OUR VERY SPECIAL
HANUKKAH MIRACLE PROJECTS

DONATE A GIFT AND BRING A SMILE TO A CHILD IN NEED THIS HOLIDAY SEASON!

Please send unwrapped gifts, for infants through teens, in any price range.

Donation bins will be located in the Chai Building & Synagogue

WE ARE PUTTING THE MIRACLE BACK IN THE HOLIDAYS WITH THE MITZVAH OF HELPING OTHERS!

WE WILL PAIR DONORS WITH CHILDREN WHO ARE IN NEED IN ORDER TO GRANT THEIR WISHES.

To Adopt-A-Friend please sign up at the bulletin board in the Chai Building or for more information please contact, Daniella Tuerack Mobile: (516) 319-0224 Email: MJCSOCIALACTION@GMAIL.COM

ALL DONATIONS SHOULD BE RECEIVED BY DECEMBER 18, 2017

ORGANIZED BY MJCSOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE
As I light these candles, may my eyes be opened to the light of the world. As I light these candles, may my inner eye perceive the light within me. May these rays of light spread blessing through the world: to my family and friends, to all who know me, and to all those in need. (Candle Lighting for Shabbat, Siddur Lev Shalem, p. 5)

On Rosh Hashanah I stated that we should not translate the word mitzvah as “commandment,” because it implies that you must do something or else, which has a punitive connotation. Rather, as Rabbi Harold Kushner wrote, a mitzvah is an opportunity to create holiness. I emphasized a few mitzvot all of us can do, one of which is lighting candles on Friday night. Here is an excerpt from my sermon: “We begin Shabbat by lighting candles, reminiscent of the first light of Creation. For many, it reminds us of watching their mothers and grandmothers light. Knowing that generations of Jews performed this transformative ritual is part of what makes it so powerful … At home, I want you to take an ordinary moment and make it special with two simple acts – lighting candles and saying a blessing. Don’t worry about how you’re dressed, or what’s for dinner, or what time you start – just allow the light into your home and into your life, literally and spiritually!”

My intention was to mail the candles to you directly, but for a variety of reasons it is not feasible. After discussing with staff and lay leaders how to proceed, we decided on a different strategy. Thanks to a generous donor, each Preschool family will receive a “Shabbat Box” including grape juice, a make-your-own challah cover, helpful information about MJC, and candles. Imagine dozens of young children and their families, ushering in Shabbat by saying or singing blessings in Hebrew and by lighting candles! We will empower these families to create holiness and thus strengthen their Jewish identities. Similarly, we will distribute candles to every family in our Hebrew School. For all other members, we will give away candles at meetings and events, or stop by my office and I’ll have them for you! In addition, they will be available for pick up in the ritual and administrative offices. In all cases I will include the candle lighting blessing in Hebrew, English, and transliteration.

So, enjoy the candles! Light them - feel the warmth of Shabbat and the power of doing a mitzvah!

Shalom,

Rabbi Pont
From the President
Rhonda Eiger

We recently had the opportunity, through the work of our House Committee to install a new camera in the sanctuary which actually works well! They do say that the third try is a charm. Now, amongst other opportunities, Bar and Bat Mitzvah families be able to purchase a copy of their service. We will also be developing new ideas with which to utilize the camera. Yasher koach to the House Committee for getting the job done in an expeditious manner.

Thank you to Marvin Glickstein for planning our annual Kristallnacht Program where Ruth Rosenfeld shared her personal experience from the Holocaust. The program was quite informative.

As you are aware, Cantor Krieger is relocating and will be finishing as our Cantor on August 31, 2018. We thank Cantor Krieger for his years of service to MJC and wish him well in his new endeavors. As such, a new cantor’s search committee is now in place and has begun the process. Thank you to all the committee members for agreeing to serve and to Jeff Katz for agreeing to chair the committee.

Our Executive Director, Bonnie Komito has elected to retire on June 30, 2018. We have a search committee in place for the Executive Director of MJC as well. Len Whitman has graciously agreed to be the chair of that committee. We thank Bonnie Komito for her years of service to MJC and wish her well in her retirement.

We have a lot of interesting events coming up at MJC. On December 19th we will be having Latkes, Vodka’s and Bingo. Come and enjoy that evening with us as we celebrate Chanukah as a community. On January 31, 2018 we will be having Rabbi Jeremy Pappas who is the Deputy Director of AIPAC Synagogue Initiative and the National Director of the Rabbinical Student Program speak about AIPAC. He has led trips of leaders to Israel from all movements of Judaism and has a unique understanding the political, religious, and cultural issues intertwined in AIPAC’s work.

It is especially nice when the community can come together to enjoy special occasions and nice events. We should all be here in the good times and the bad. If anyone has any programming ideas or would like to join a committee please contact the MJC office. Remember, together, we can continue to make a difference and make MJC thrive. Yachad anachnu yecolim laasot et hevdal.

B’shalom,
Rhonda Eiger
Jewish Home Theater’s first program takes place on Saturday night, December 9th at the home of Jules and Beth Banks Cohn. Their phone number is 732-446-3436. We will read through two comedies: Animated Conversations by Alan Haehnel and Relative Strangers by Sheri Wilner. First we begin with a light kosher vegetarian/dairy dinner followed by Havdalah. We then read through these comedies and discuss their meaning. There is a $12 fee to defray the cost of the dinner. If you have never come to Jewish Home Theater, you are missing one exciting, hilarious and entertaining evening of comedy and camaraderie. Please register with me at 732- 536- 2300 (ext. 118) or cantorkrieger@mjcnj.com.

The New Jersey Cantors Concert Ensemble will be performing a Chanukah concert on December 17th at 6:00 pm at Ahavat Olam in Howell, NJ. Everyone is invited!

I finished my cardiac rehab a week ago and there was a wonderful poem I found in their November newsletter.

A Time to Believe by B.J. Morbitzer

To believe is to know that every day is a new beginning.
To believe is to trust that miracles happen and dreams really do come true.
To believe is to see the Angels dancing among the clouds, know the wonder of a stardust sky and the wisdom of the man on the moon.
To believe is to know the value of a nurturing heart, innocence of a child’s eyes and the beauty of an aging hand.
For it is through their teachings we learn to love.
To believe is to find the strength and courage that lies within us.
When it’s time to pick up the pieces and begin again, believe is to know we are not alone, that life is a gift and this is our time to cherish it.
To believe is to know that wonderful surprises are just waiting to happen, And all of our hopes and dreams are within reach.
If only we believe!

NOSH – New Oneg Shabbat Happening is a wonderful monthly Friday evening Shabbat program created especially for young families. It begins with music, stories, humor and dance followed by a family-friendly dinner.

When I first launched NOSH in 1989 at Temple Beth Sholom in Manchester, CT, young families were hesitant to attend Shul because of decorum issues, and many parents were intimidated by a service that was completely foreign to them. NOSH was created to transform the synagogue setting into a welcoming environment where children and families could meet new friends, form new social networks and enrich their Jewish identity.

As the program evolved we occasionally boosted our audience by having the Hebrew School, and Hebrew High School classes participate. They would lead the singing or present a brief drama or comedy piece. Special evenings also included highlighting Birthday children of the month, Grandparents/special friends’ night and Holiday themes. I continued to run NOSH at Temple Torah in Boynton Beach, FL for 5 years. Now I want to implement it at Marlboro Jewish Center on the Friday nights where there is a dinner.

MUSICAL ACTIVITIES and SONGS: Our sing along builds on a repertoire of traditional favorites and a new song is introduced each month. I incorporate sign language to facilitate learning Hebrew vocabulary and as an important movement component for our attendees.

STORYTELLING: I present a different Jewish folktale each month, choosing stories that portray important Jewish values. I always use special props to enhance each story and encourage lots of audience participation.

HUMOR: Children especially love the “Jewish joke of the month.”

DANCE: The NOSH Israeli dance repertoire has included Zemer Atik, Mayim, Hora Hadera, Mechol Avadiah (To the Right and to the Left), Tscherkessia, Yesh Lanu Tayish, Patsch Dance, and the Hora.

A festive ONEG SHABBAT dinner concludes the fun until next time!

Our first program will be on January 12th at 6:30 pm in the catering room.
At the end of the Thanksgiving weekend, my husband and I were invited to a post-Thanksgiving detox, by long-time dear friends and asked to respond only, Why not?” So after a long weekend of family, eating, more eating, celebrating a friend’s simcha, and more eating, we ventured out to our friends home to find a table set for twenty plus and a crowd of people that we really didn’t know. After first thoughts of why are we here and do we really have the energy left for small talk, I must say that we had a wonderful evening. My friend’s philosophy is that when you have a friendship with people based on shared interests and values, those people will enjoy each other too when they are thrown together in a social setting. After some awkward mingling, everyone sat together at the beautifully set table and the conversation began to flow. There were commonalities, shared Jewish geography, mutual connections, and genuine interest in one another.

In September 2000, I was involved in planning a leadership conference in Israel that was entitled, “Come to the Table.” The phrase became the backdrop to comprehensive learning sessions on tradition, leadership, the partnership between Israel and Diaspora Jewry, geopolitics and more. It is no coincidence that the “table” has become a cornerstone of Jewish learning, family gatherings, and communal providence. The Hebrew word for table is Shulchan, and according to our teachings, the table is a sign of hospitality that is “set with a tablecloth woven of the wisdom of our tradition.” There is a strong connection between food, nourishment and learning that goes back to the Torah, Psalms and Proverbs. I find it so important to make these connections relevant to everyday life and to the opportunities we have as members of a synagogue.

In my inbox this morning I saw a notice from my professional organization about the recent passing of Rabbi Dr. Neil Gillman, z”l who was a cherished Conservative Rabbi, teacher, author and role model. Coincidently, my experience at this recent dinner was heightened by his response to well wishes when he was honored for the publication of one of his books as he said, “What I cherished most was a fabric of relationships. People that I met and exchanges that I had made this place so exciting. More than scholarly debate, encounters, many in my office with students, colleagues and many in adult education. Those were transformative moments.”

It is this “fabric of relationships” that helps us find tradition and meaning in everyday life and hopefully even links the synagogue to our thoughts and actions. MJC is the place that affords us a Shulchan to come together in prayer, learning, friendship and celebration. The conversations that take place between us in shul, at meetings, in our schools and in our programs of lifelong learning can be our transformative moments.

And it is in this spirit, that we ask you if you haven’t already done so, to please consider participating in the 2017 Wall of Honor campaign. A meaningful gift to the synagogue deepens the connection and the relationship that members and their families have. As your names will be etched in gratitude, your donation is testament to the importance of your relationship with MJC and provides the necessary dollars to sustain the synagogue through another year, linking the generations to all our community has to offer. The resources we share benefit the whole and make our table full and more significant to all who partake.

As you place your Hanukkiah on your table this year, enjoy the lights and the warmth of this amazing tradition. Enjoy your family and friends and remember how much we gain from the “fabric of relationships” at all the tables set before us.
I hope you all had a wonderful Thanksgiving with your families and friends.

Our 3rd and 4th graders had a lovely Shabbat Dinner and Service last month. Thank you to Cantor Teplitz, Moreh Justin, Morah Cheryl, Morah Susie, Morah Malca and Cantor Carla for preparing the students for the service.

Our amazing madrichim (teenage leaders), Cantor Teplitz and I led the Junior Congregation Services with lots of ruach (spirit) and enthusiasm.

We are very proud of our three madrichim who received the Youth of the Year Award: Josh Eiger, Cory Fox, and Jason Sherman. Yasher Koach!

Jules Cohn came to teach our children about Jewish National Fund (JNF) for a school-wide mitzvah project. This year, your child’s contributions will benefit ALEH NEGEV (aleh.org). Since 1982, this JNF partner organization has been dedicated to helping children with severe multiple disabilities. It is now Israel’s largest care network for these children.

Our school goal is to raise tzedakah (charity) to help provide these Israeli children with the excellent care that they receive. In prior years we raised close to $1,000 during the school year for other JNF partners, and we hope to raise even more this year. Each child was given a JNF “Blue Box” last month, which will be collected in January and again in early May. If your child did not receive one, please ask for it in the MJC Hebrew School Office.

**Important Dates to Remember:**

**Class Service**  
Friday, December 15: Grades K-2 at 6:15 PM

**Junior Congregation**  
Saturday, December 9 and December 16  
10:30-11:45 AM

**NO SCHOOL – Winter Break**  
December 24-January 2

---

**DECEMBER SHABBAT DINNER**  
Friday, Dec. 15\(^{th}\)

Come and enjoy a traditional Shabbat Dinner with good food, good friends, and of course, singing!  
Grades K - 2 – Special Service

**Dinner at 7:00 pm**  
Early Service 6:15  
Late Service 8:15

RSVP by Dec 13\(^{th}\) / 732-536-2300  
$15 per adult / $6 per child (under 13)  
$18 non-members
Siman Tov and Mazal Tov – We Celebrate...

Noah Goodman
On December 2nd, Shabbat Mincha, the congregation will celebrate along with the Goodman family. Noah Goodman, son of Amy and Daniel Goodman will be called to the Torah to become a Bar Mitzvah.

Mia Jundef
On December 17th, Rosh Hodesh, the congregation will celebrate along with the Jundef family. Mia Jundef, daughter of Jessica and Sam Jundef will be called to the Torah to become a Bat Mitzvah.

Sydney Steinberg
On December 16th, Shabbat Mincha, the congregation will celebrate along with the Steinberg family. Sydney Steinberg, daughter of Iris and Jay Steinberg will be called to the Torah to become a Bat Mitzvah.

Danielle Meyer
On December 23rd, Shabbat Mincha, the congregation will celebrate along with the Meyer family. Danielle Meyer, daughter of Amy and Jonathan Meyer will be called to the Torah to become a Bat Mitzvah.

IMMEDIATE CARE
URGENT CARE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

At two convenient locations near you:

MARLBORO MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING,
479 ROUTE 520, SUITE A103
MARLBORO

CAMBRIDGE SQUARE PLAZA,
280 U.S. 9,
MORGANVILLE

www.immcare.com
1-855-Walk-Ins
This has been a busy month for the MJC Youth Groups.

In anticipation of Thanksgiving, our Katan group had fun with crafts that described the many things they are thankful for. They enjoyed a special Thanksgiving treat and are looking forward to a Chanukah program in December.

A large spirited group of third – fifth graders attended the Pre-Kadima program and had a pizza dinner together followed by team games and lots of fun. The Pre-Kadimaniks even learned how to build hula castles with hula hoops. The gym was filled with energy, cooperation and lots of happy kids!

Kadima met twice in November and when they get together, they have fun playing games with a spirit of competition and cooperation. The Kadimaniks prepared for Thanksgiving playing holiday themed games and making pumpkin rice krispie treats.

November was a busy month for the USYers. They met on Thursdays participating in The Office Olympics, discussed stereotypes and Israel, participated in Cupcake Wars, raised money for Tikun Olam and walked the plank during Pirate night. The highlight of the month was hosting the Regional Fall convention. About 180 teens from all over New Jersey spent the weekend together, celebrating Shabbat with services, meals, discussions, lots of singing and USY ruach (spirit). On Saturday night the USYers enjoyed a dance and ice cream. Sunday morning included a musical Shacharit service, followed by bagels and an Israel program.

The weekend was a huge success. A special thank you to all of the MJC families who hosted USYers for the weekend! And thank you to the Moms who helped set up and serve the meals throughout the weekend! The convention could not have happened without the support of the Marlboro Jewish Center community. Thank you for your help in hosting the regional convention.

December will be another busy month as all the youth groups will be celebrating Chanukah. Please join us!

Katan – December 10th
Pre-Kadima December 12th
Kadima - December 5th and 19th
USY - December 7th, 14th, 21st

Dassy Horn, Youth Director
November was filled with feasting and fun! Our children were happily engaged throughout the month learning about Thanksgiving and the meaning of being thankful. All our classes cooked and baked traditional Thanksgiving foods like pumpkin bread, corn muffins and cookies. At any time of day, there were Thanksgiving songs being sung in the classrooms and hallways while various versions of turkey and autumn decorations adorned our bulletin boards. Our feasts were a success and enjoyed by all!

Our families participated in a new school-wide project that will hopefully become a yearly tradition. We incorporate Jewish values into our curriculum especially those of kindness (hesed) and good deeds (mitzvot). With this in mind, we asked our parents to keep an eye out for their children’s mitzvahs during the ordinary course of their day, no matter how big or small, and write down their observations on a fall colored leaf. In just a few days, our MJC Mitzvah Tree was full and beautiful!

We are all now looking forward to Hanukkah! Each class will learn the story of Hanukkah in an age-appropriate manner, learn fun songs that help reinforce the story, make keepsakes, and learn about our shared history. The children will also perform a special Hanukkah show for their families. We cannot wait to kvell along with everyone!

Wishing everyone a wonderful holiday and winter break!

Chag Sameach,
Rita Rashotsky
ISRAEL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE (IAC)

Israel Night at the Movies – Next Movie Night is 12/10/17
The previously scheduled dates stay the same but some of the movies that will be shown are changing. Our next feature is *Epilogue* which won both best actor and best actress awards at the Jerusalem Film Festival, in addition to many other international awards. Hayuta and Berl, an elderly couple, find it hard to adjust to today’s Israel and to the social changes surrounding them. After years of struggle, they refuse to let go of their communal dreams, and their revolutionary plans to build a welfare state in Israel. During a night of painful disillusionment, the two decide to leave their apartment for a last journey. (Running Time 1:36)

The schedule through May 2018 is: 1/7/18 *The Bands Visit (Now a Broadway Play)*, 2/11/18 *Apples From The Desert*, 3/11/18 *The Golden Pomegranate*, 4/15/18 *Valley*, 5/6/18 TBD. As always, FREE to MJC members with refreshments served and $7 at the door to Non-Members. Dates might change based upon MJC activities so watch the weekly newsletter and Temple Topics.

Jules
julesdcohn@aol.com

Prospective Advertisement for Office Manager

CWI Technical Sales, located at 704 Ginesi Drive, Morganville, NJ is looking to hire a “part time” office manager. Hours are flexible with an expectation, now, of three (3) days per week, 4 – 6 hours per day (perfect for someone with young school age children). The successful applicant must be proficient in the standard software programs (Microsoft Office, Word & Excel), and be familiar with QuickBooks.

Duties, most importantly, include bookkeeping, quoting, invoicing, monitoring status of purchase orders and shipments, and “shadowing” the Company Founder as he nears eventual retirement.

Cook & Weil, inc. dba CWI Technical Sales has operated in Marlboro Township for the past 40+ years as a Sales Representative organization and has companies, whose products we sell and service, all over the World.

Please submit resume to:
 nweil@cwitechsales.com
 aweil@cwitechsales.com
 Call 732-536-3964 for additional information.

Marlboro Jewish Center Sisterhood Presents

2018 Mah Jongg Cards
order by January 24, 2018

The Mah Jongg League will donate a portion of your purchase to the MJC Sisterhood.
You do not need to be a temple member to order.
Please send the form below with a check to:
MJC Sisterhood/ Attn: Mindy Grafstein
103 School Road West
Marlboro, NJ 07746

Any questions- Please contact Mindy Grafstein at graf@optonline.net or 908-433-3029.
Cards will be mailed directly from the National Mah Jongg league in late March/early April.

Name:_________________________________________
Address_______________________________________
City/State/Zip Code____________________________
E-mail________________________________________
Phone:_______________________________________

Number of standard cards @ $8.00 each _________ Check number____

Number of large print cards at $9.00 each _________ Check total $___
Calling all Pre School Families

Come join us for Tot Shabbat

To Be Held on Saturday Morning, December 9th

10:15—11:00am in the Cocktail Room, Main Building

This special service will be led by preschool music teacher, Sara Mason. We will sing Shabbat songs, say prayers, hear stories and have challah and juice.

Future dates are

January 20th, February 24th and March 24th.

All are welcome, grandparents too!

It’s okay to dress casual.
On Thursday evening, November 9, 2017, Second Generation presented a very meaningful Kristallnacht Remembrance Program. We thank our wonderful speaker Ruth Rosenfeld. Also, thank you to Rabbi Michael Pont for his participation in our annual Kristallnacht Commemoration Program. Thank you to our technical director Jules Cohn. Thank you to everyone who attended our program. If there are any Holocaust survivors, children of survivors, and/or family members who possess artifacts or photos relating to the Holocaust or the period prior to or immediately after the Holocaust, I would appreciate it if you would contact me. Also, all donations to the Holocaust Remembrance Fund will be greatly appreciated.

If you are interested in joining or obtaining more information about Second Generation, please call the synagogue office at 732-536-2300 or contact me at 732-972-0259.

Linda, Sarah, David, Rachel and I wish everyone a Happy and Healthy Hanukkah!

Marvin Glickstein
President - Second Generation

---

Marlboro Jewish Center Sisterhood Membership Application
Now - July 2018

Calling all women in our congregation to join Sisterhood! Sisterhood is made up of dynamic, warm and inspiring women of all ages. Whether you come to meetings, attend programs, help organize and plan events, or just contribute your dues, we appreciate your support. Sisterhood provides diverse and exciting programs for our members as well as giving back to the preschool, Hebrew School and charities in our community.

We have many exciting activities and events planned for the upcoming year.
All sisterhood members in good standing receive a 10% discount in the sisterhood boutique, discounts on all sisterhood sponsored events and affiliation with the conservative women’s league of Central NJ, admission to our annual paid sisterhood member dinner and MUCH MORE!

Please complete the form below and mail along with $36 dues (check made payable to MJC Sisterhood) to the temple office:

Marlboro Jewish Center
103 School Road West, Marlboro, NJ 07746
Attn: Sisterhood/Hilary Kaplan

Any questions, please contact Hilary Kaplan at hakaplan@optonline.net

Stefanie Schneider & Janine Zaslavsky, Co Presidents and the Sisterhood Executive Board

Name: ________________________________

Address: ________________________________

Email: ________________________________

Home Phone: ________________________________

Cell Phone: ________________________________

Are you interested in chairing an event? Yes or No
If yes, which one? ________________________________
Men’s Club Tikkun Olam aka Haimisha Helper Houston (Keys and Puerto Rico too)

We take Tikkun Olam seriously and after many months, MJC Men’s Club is taking the lead in helping those affected by recent Hurricanes repair their world. A small contingent from our community will head to the greater Houston area during the week between Christmas and New Year’s to help that community clean up and get back on their feet. Volunteers are still needed to staff the food bank counters, and to assist on construction sites, no skills needed just a willingness to help. As many men who can make it are needed and since it’s a school break, maybe it will be a chance to bring your older teens with you to help another community. In Florida, the lower Keys are still in need of many helping hands. We can send a group of men there as well for several days of clean up. Finally, in Puerto Rico, their request is a bit different. They asked for gift cards from stores such as Home Depot, Walgreen’s and CVS, Sam’s Club and Costco, as well as OTC Medications. If you can help, please send cards and medication to MJC, attention Men’s Club, so we can arrange a shipment. Finally, we are in need of financial donations if you can to help offset the costs of our trip. Flights, hotels, rental cars, meals and supplies are expensive. If we raise enough to cover our costs, any additional funds will be used in the communities we helped further the impact of MJC. Please consider joining us if you can or making a donation of cash, cards, medication or time.

Volleyball continues in the Chai. Our next game is scheduled for December 10th and more dates scheduled on January 7th, January 28th and February 11th. Watch the weekly email for final time and details. We usually play for about an hour or so. It’s something fun to do to get out of the house on a Sunday. We hope you can make it and bring a friend with you. There’s no cost and refreshments are served.

During November we honored our Men’s Club member and MJC Past President, Jeff Katz, as our Man of the Year. We also honored three outstanding Young Men - Josh Eiger, Cory Fox and Jason Sherman. Thank you to everyone who came out to honor these fine men.

Haimisha Helper is here to help you if you have a need for some small projects in your home. Reach out to us if we can be of any help. If you need any help or additional information for this or anything else Men’s Club, please contact us at

Alan Greenberg
Men’s Club President
MCINJMC@gmail.com
732-861-8433
Congregation Ahavat Olam Presents

NJ Cantors Concert Ensemble

Chanukah Gala

JEWISH TRADITIONAL AND CONTEMPORARY MUSIC CONCERT & HORS-D’OEUVRES

December 17
6 pm

ADVANCE TICKETS:
$25 PER PERSON, $80 FOUR TICKET PACK
$30 AT THE DOOR
FOR SPONSORSHIP AND FOR TICKETS CALL: 732-719-3500
CONGREGATION AHAVAT OLAM
106 WINDELER ROAD, HOWELL, NJ 07731
The winter season is about to start shortly. We have been having varied temperatures – from Spring, to Fall, to Winter. Let the winter be healthy and happy for you and your family and friends.

The Prime timers have had a good year. We will have our Hanukkah party on December 10th, 2017. You do not have to be a member to enjoy the party with us. The party will be lots of fun with lunch, latkes and delicious desserts. “Shlomo Shai,” a well-known entertainer to most of us, will delight us with his voice, music and charm.

The Prime timers have different types of programs planned for 2018. We will have an exercise class with music at one of our meetings. I will keep you posted on further programs. Our new season will begin in March 2018. I plan to arrange for tickets to see Ragtime in March at the Axelrod Theater. I will inform you of the date.

Looking forward to seeing you on December 10th. Have a wonderful Hanukkah and a happy and healthy New Year.

--Be Good to One Another--
Phoebe Irene Dichner
President

---

THE PRIME TIMERS
ANNUAL HANUKKAH PARTY
Sunday, December 10, 2017
TEMPLE BUILDING - DINING ROOM
FROM 1 - 4pm
Come and Enjoy
Entertainment by
Shlomo Shai
Lunch, Latkes, and Delicious Desserts
All Adults Invited—Cost $18.00
RSVP: Phoebe Dichner 732-536-5128
It is always easier and kinder to our loved ones if we plan for the inevitable far in advance. In an effort to serve our congregational family, MJC is fortunate to have a several sections with plots available for purchase at Beth Israel Cemetery in Woodbridge, New Jersey.

The Cemetery is beautifully landscaped and well maintained.

Plots can be secured by a deposit and may be paid for through a pre-arranged installment plan. Single, multiple, or large family plots are available. We have priced the plots well below the current market retail value, so we encourage you take advantage of this opportunity.

Please contact Bonnie Komito, our Executive Director, for further information at 732-536-2300 or e-mail bkomito@mjcnj.com.
Wall of Honor
High Holiday Appeal
5778

What we do now sets the example for what is done in the future. We have withstood centuries of wars, the Holocaust, modern day anti-Semitism and anti-Israel rhetoric and violence. We owe it to those who came before us to sustain our traditions and promote MJC in a meaningful way. When you consider your Wall of Honor donation, remember, you are nourishing our community, created by a small group of founding members and now ours to nurture and to ensure that we remain financially solvent. Membership dues cover only 40% of the cost to run MJC and so we must rely on the continued generosity of our membership. We are one voice, one people and one synagogue.

Yachad anachnu ycolim laasot et hevdel…
It is together that we can make a difference.

Rhonda Eiger, President

Inscription_________________________________________________  (up to 46 characters for the Shomrim and Yedidim levels)

Amount of Donation $ ___________  Check Enclosed____
Credit Card Payment:  Am Ex____ MC___ Visa___ Discover___
Name on CC______________________________________________
Credit Card # _____________________Expiration Date _______
Signature _______________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________

__ Do Not Include My Name(s)

Please feel free to call the synagogue at (732) 536-2300 to charge/bill your pledge.
Thank you for your generous commitment to MJC.
Join Us For Our 4th Annual

CLUB MJC

An Adult Night Out fundraiser to benefit the MJC Preschool/Hebrew School

Saturday, January 20, 2018

8:00 p.m.

Open Bar  Amazing Prizes  Cocktail Chic Attire
Club-Like Atmosphere  Catered By Exquisite Caterers

Corporate sponsorships are available. A business level sponsorship for $250 includes
recognition and sponsorship of a specialty station.
A platinum level sponsorship for $360 includes the above
AND 2 tickets to the event. Please contact us for more information.

***10 free raffle tickets if tickets are purchased on or
before December 22, 2017 ***

For additional information, please contact:
Nadine Feder  moodeyes3121@aol.com  Susie Shrem  susie.shrem@gmail.com
Jessica Fensterstock  jessicafensterstock@hotmail.com

Purchase tickets through the preschool office or send in the bottom portion of this
flyer in an envelope marked “Club MJC” with cash or check.

I would like to purchase _____ tickets to Club MJC @ $75/ticket
I would like to sponsor Club MJC with a payment of _____
Total amount enclosed _______ (cash or check made payable to MJC Preschool)
Parent’s Name and Teacher’s Name ________________________________
Invest in Your Traditions

INVEST IN ISRAEL BONDS

israelbonds.com

Development Corporation for Israel
Linda Schmidt, Registered Representative
linda.schmidt@israelbonds.com • 973.712.1408

Invest in Israel Bonds israelbonds.com
This is not an offering, which can be made only by prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before investing to fully evaluate the risks associated with investing in Israel bonds. Member FINRA
Yahrzeits - November - December

Nov. 25 - Dec. 1
Fred Bergman
Marion Jaffe
Richard Kast
David Rogers
Henry Stamp
Howard Weiner
Morris Winkler
Ruth Bosin
Beatrice Crystall
Jacob Kahan
Selma Plotkin
Jean Sobel
Leah Bellows
Lillian Feit
Irving Garfinkel
George Scharmatt
Jack Shechter
Mary Symel
Harry Weiner
Seymour Weinstein
Ralph Berger
Charles Eckstein
Isik Feder
Frieda Gerber
Den Krieger
Marguerite Lotthstein
Isodore Pinsker
Tess Oster
Sol Zacharow
Mamie Baratz
Herman Bellows
Fanny Berg
Alexander Greenblatt
Mathias Naphtali
Anne Newmark
Beatrice Oskman
Joseph Perman
Maurice Gherman
Eda Mogilevsky
Sally RHines
Marvin Skowronek
Helen Stamm
Jack Stern
Janet Zemachson
Julius Baskin
Gussie Rabinowitz
Herbert Rosen
Sylvia Rothberg
Carl Steinberg

Dec. 2 - Dec. 8
Jacob Burinescu
Joseph Cains
Susan Gang
Hilda Greenstein
Wolf Lewkowicz
Sylvia Marcus
Jack Ringler
Sidney Shair
Ida Treibitz
Leonard Zabrowsky
Leo Bokser
Evelyn Etter
Louis Simbal
Morris Cohen
Idodore Lazar
Leo Schnitt
Selma Serbin
Jean Smith
Gabriel Wiesenberg
Fela Wisel
Minnie Abel
Jeffrey Arndt
Joseph Berger
Max Cantos
Stewart Cress
Herbert Goldberg
Stephen Gottfried
Abraham Kopsky
Abraham Kornbluth
Lillian Randell
Rubin Shafran
Philip Fine
Max Finz
Sylvia Levy
Etta Marin
Abram Nissenbaum
Robert Rosenstein
Jacob Smulowitz
Joseph Baum
Marty Beja
Jack Diamond
Hani Feldstein
Irving Goldenberg
Charlie Greenbaum
Clara Lates
Frank Slepian
Ben Cassuto
Nathan Feinberg
Celia Goldberg
Cynthia Simon
Meckler
Abraham Seiman
Sol Siegelwax

Dec. 9 - Dec. 15
Eleanor Green
Pauline Landsman
Marion Liebman
Robbie Rosenwasser
Sam Zolkin
Charles Funt
Alex Goldfarb
Barry Kivor
Bernard Meller
Wallace Siegel
Jessica Sugarman
Martin Garson
Lillian Greene
Shmuel Jarashow
Robert Kirschner
Seymour Manheimer
Yetta Meschkow
Sadie Silverstein
Eleanor Kortmsnky
Víctor Lifschitz
Elma Joan Marquardt
Samuel Rosch
Bernard Rosenberg
Meyer Stalhon
Murray Weisenfeld
Beatrice Eigar
Jacob Feldler
Bert Friedeman
Samuel Gross
Bess Hertz
Lola Hiatt
Leon Noe
Jack Rubin
Sheila Rubin
Charles Stein
Leora Silverstein
Anna Aronin
Charles Whitman
Anna Wallman
Samuel Lates
Lou Gitter
Sidney Lates
Sidney Lates
Sidney Lates
Sidney Lates

Dec. 16 - Dec. 22
Ruth Epstein
Joseph Freundel
Lou Gitter
Samuel Lates
Alter Nachum Leibel
Bina Leibel
David Leibel
Isaac Leibel
Malka Leibel
Miriam Leibel
Sarah Leibel
Shayndl Leibel
Zayde Leibel
Benjamin Pliskin
Ima Tepper
Mel Tuerack
Joseph Berger
Micheline Best
Minnie Birnbaum
Bernard Elfenbein
Nelson Farber
Ida Goldberg
Sol Goldstein
Israel Greenbaum
Bertram Haber
Matthew Kirschner
Irving Lederman
Mary Levy
Herbert Mautner
Rose Melman
Bernard Shapiro
Raymond Sircel
Samuel Sommerman
Harry Gursky
Sylvia Haft
Michael Klapper
Sally Press
Rose Stern
Jack Cohen
Betty Davis
Irene Katz
Onnie Markowitz
Molly Medwed
Richard MERmer
Ann Scholz
Frances Bernstein
Max Gutman
Florence Scharmatt
Yetta Schultz
Marvin Spector
Alfred Furth
Pauline Zolkin Riven
Sidney Weil
Lucille Blumenthal
Helen Cantor
David Demel
Irwin Needle
Leonard Pollicove
Leo Rock
Lille Anne Rosen

Dec. 23 - Dec. 29
Murray Fine
Mabel Goodman
Mayer Grantz
Emanuel Greenbaum
Dorothy Handelsman
Anne Kaplan
Leona Littman
Jean Meiterman
Ruth Secullar
Dora Topor
Shirley Weiss
Sam Caplan
Arthur Feinman
Bertrand Garsson
Harry Kaplan
Marni Joy
Mandellbaum
Ida Mordichutz
Irving Paltrowitz
Harry Rosenberg
Aaron Seligman
Helen Siegelwax
Lillian Klabanoff
Murray Levinowitz
Elias Leyzerovicz
Ida Lichtenstein
Millie Munzer
Lauren Nachmani
Hyman Seckular
Louis Shor
David Solomon
Philip Best
Michael Eisner
Seymour Klemas
Regina Klepner
Ilene May
Pearl Sherman
SolSherman
Betty Weiner
Gertrude Averack
Kenneth Chalal
Marvin Cooper
Sidney Homer
Hyman Kashin
Abraham Kipnis
Bella Sales
Morris Skoler
Louis Weinger
Ronald Ginsberg
Lillian Glasberg
Jenny Goldstein
Dr. Fred Hirshenfang
Samuel Jacobs
Upon Kindling The Yahrzeit Candle

O God, Source of life and love, we turn to You at this time of remembering, 
As we light this candle in memory of our departed. 
In Your Keeping, the soul of our beloved still glows, As brightly as the “heavenly firmament.” 
Truly, “the human soul is the light of the Lord.”

By Your light, may we who lovingly remember see light: 
And may the memory of our departed abide with us, as a lasting benediction.
CONTRIBUTIONS

YOUTH INITIATIVES AND EDUCATION

In memory of:
Anita Bogus by Barry & Iris Lurie

Fleischer Legacy Fund
For the Yahrzeit of:
Murray Karp by Jack & Rhea Karp
Harry Weiner by Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Weiner
Isidore Pinsker by the Ludwig Family
Tess Oster by Carol & Kieve Kortmansky

In memory of:
Anita Bogus by Rena & Murray Cautin
Anita Bogus by Toby & Paul Elkin
Anita Bogus by Ruth & Steven Nadler
Anita Bogus by Bonnie & Jay Sachs
Gene Harnick by Ruth & Steven Nadler & Family
Jacob Ettinger by Ruth & Steven Nadler & Family

In honor of:
The Birth of Sylvia Fleischer’s great-granddaughter, Shoshana
by Sandy & Larry Cains
The Birth of Sylvia Fleischer’s great-granddaughter, Shoshana
by Reba Schneideman
The Birth of Sylvia Fleischer’s great-granddaughter, Shoshana
by Phyllis & Harry Greenberg
The Birth of Sylvia Fleischer’s great-granddaughter, Shoshana
by Reva & Bob Salman
The Birth of Ruth & Steven Nadler’s granddaughter, Shoshana
by Reva & Bob Salman

Robert & Gabriella Kaldor Memorial Fund
For the Yahrzeit of:
Jacob Zelin by Sidney Zelin
Sollie Levine by Arnold Levine

In memory of:
Michael Nitsberg by Phoebe Dichner

Lauren Pruzan Memorial Fund
For the Yahrzeit of:
Herbert Diamond by Shelly & Barry Ratner

Jerry Gulkis Memorial Fund
For the Yahrzeit of:
Jerome Gulkis by Helene Gulkis
Sol Kashdan by Stanley Hyams
Fannie Berg by Helene Gulkis

In memory of:
Anita Bogus by Helene Gulkis

Carolyn Weil Memorial Fund
In memory of:
Julie Wilner by Ronnie & Nat Weil

RITUAL INITIATIVES

Prayer Book
For the Yahrzeit of:
Roslyn Gladstone by Rachelle (Shelly) Strimpell
Marc Strimpell by Rachelle (Shelly) Strimpell
Roslyn Gladstone by Rachelle (Shelly) Strimpell
Leah Gladstone by Rachelle (Shelly) Strimpell
Goldie Cohen by Rachelle (Shelly) Strimpell
Barnet Cohen by Rachelle (Shelly) Strimpell

In memory of:
Anita Bogus by Steve, Ronna & Brain Goldberg
Melvin Kofman by Seth Haber & Mona Hochberg

LIFELONG JEWISH LEARNING FUND

Martin Wallack Am Yisrael Chai Fund
For the Yahrzeit of:
Samuel Zimmerman by Len & Rita Zimmerman

In memory of:
Anita Bogus by Marilyn & Howard Heiss

Holocaust Remembrance Fund
For the Yahrzeit of:
Jack Krawet by Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Krawet
Pauline Roth by William & Fran Kohlberg
Sidney Shair by Harriet Shapiro

In memory of:
Margot Walton by Belle Kaplan

In honor of:
The Engagement of Marvin & Linda Glickstein’s daughter,
Sarah by Aline & Harry Shlinger

TIKKUN OLAM / SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITY

Tzedakah Fund
A donation was made by:
Philip & Roberta Rothenstein
Michael & Sherry Leiberman
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Schraer
Phyllis Kruass

For the Yahrzeit of:
Kimberly Cooper by Larry & Louise Cooper
Lillian Rabinowitz by Steve Rabinowitz
Victor Lieberman by Lillian K. Lieberman
Dorothy Hassing by Lois & David Ratner
Abraham Hassing by Lois and David Ratner
Max Arenofsky by Alan Arends
Shirley Levine by Esther Kaplan
Max Fried by Jan & Martin Krupnick
Bela Eisenberg by Andrew Eisenberg
CONTRIBUTIONS

Ruth Bosin by Rhonda Bosin
Ben Haft by Carolyn Newman
Jacob Burinescu by Jack & Ruth Appel
Ida Zimmerman by Len & Rita Zimmerman
Pearl Arndt by Celeste & Monroe Arndt
Yetta Meschkow by Ruth & Jack Appel
Marin Family by David Marin
Jeffrey Arndt by Celeste & Monroe Arndt
Elzie Markus by Gloria Gelband
Marvin Skowronek by Rita Sales
Jean Smith by Sheila Slade
Gregory Kohzan by Isaac & Sofia Koban
Abraham Kornbluth by Sol & Lee Leibel

In memory of Anita Bogus by:
Phyllis & Burt Krauss
Tom & Michele Chalfant
Joanne Sinsky
Steve & Joyce Delopoulos
Richard & Beth Steinberg
Rita & Len Zimmerman
Sandy Haimoff
Harriet Hirsch
Frieda Haimoff & David Schneider
Reva & Bob Salmon
Sheila & Stanley Mandel
Marion & Myron Soled
Ellen & John Zimmerman & Family
Susan Roseman
Hedra & Marty Siskel
Hy & Arline Grossman
Stephanie Cautin Witten & Todd Witten
Rise & Joel Samit
Linda & Marty Spector
Claire & William Tanzer
Mindy & Allen Grafstein
Ira & Loretta Lenner
Elaine & Stephen Adler
Phyllis & Harry Greenberg
Gary & Norma Hyman
Alan & Laura Rader
Sylvia Schechter & Marshall Klein
Reba Schneiderman
Bonnie & Stanley Wolf
The Danielson Family
Dana, Paul, David & Lauren Altman
Susan & Alan Hammer
Andrea Wolff
Blanche & Hal Goodman
Bob, Donna, Jenna, Robert & Brianna Torrisi
Phoebe Dichner
Arlene, Rick, Lauren & Alex Casale
The Pavlo Family
Lora Goedkoop
The Schile Family
Barbara & Lou Guanti
Martin & Fran Pickus

Margo & David Lichtenthal
Lana Saban

In memory of Neal Markowitz by:
Shelly & Larry Finkelstein
Sue & Allen Holeman
Edie Seligman
Marilyn & Kenneth Eisenberg
Sheila & Stanley Mandel
MJC Choir
Mark Levy
Reba Schneiderman
Rhonda Bosin & Ted Munice

In memory of Alan Krelenstein by:
Shelly & Larry Finkelstein
Sue & Allen Holeman
Edie Seligman
Marilyn & Kenneth Eisenberg
Sheila & Stanley Mandel
MJC Choir
Mark Levy
Reba Schneiderman
Rhonda Bosin & Ted Munice

Michael Nitsberg by Mindy & Allen Grafstein
Michael Nitsberg by Sheila & Stanley Mandel
Michael Nitsberg by Reva & Bob Salmon
Jules Wilner by Renee & Ronnie Dicrow
Scott Charlop by Ilene Branson & Gene Dascal
Ruth Nullman by Lisa Ellenbein
Hazel Grossman by Sue & Allen Holeman
Marvin Schwartz by Sharon & Paul Rosen
Richard Yorkowitz by Ruth & Jack Appel

In honor of:
The Bar Mitzvah of Jeffrey & Ellen Barrie’s grandson by Sharon & Paul Rosen
The Birth of Mila Rae Rosen by Sharon & Paul Rosen
John Gutman’s Hatan Torah Honor by Suzanne & Ken Rubinstein
John Gutman’s Hatan Torah Honor by Sylvia Schechter & Marshall Klein
Dr. Beth Banks Cohn’s Kallat Beresheet Honor by Sylvia Schechter & Marshall Klein
Ronnie Levy’s Speedy Recovery by Randi & Jay Vodofsky
Best Wishes to Myra & Charles Kritzer by Edie Seligman
Rita Zimmerman’s Speedy Recovery by Linda & Marty Spector
Gary Hyman’s Speedy Recovery by Barry & Iris Lurie
Gary Hymans’s Speedy Recovery by Nancy Horowitz
Gary Hyman’s Speedy Recovery by Claire & Bill Tanzer
Gary Hyman’s Speedy Recovery by Sandy & Larry Cains
The Engagement of Rhoda & Michael Danziger’s son, Jeffrey to Karen Traktenberg by Edie Seligman
The Engagement of Dr. Ken & Ann Nahum’s daughter, Kelly to Eric Kogurt by Edie Seligman
CONTRIBUTIONS

The Birth of our granddaughter, Eloise Dorothy Singer,
by Sandy and Howie Singer
The Bar Mitzvah of Judy Udell’s grandson, Max
by Paul & Toby Elkin

Shiva/Chesed Fund
For the Yahrzeit of:
Regina Kornbluth by Sol & Lee Leibel

In memory of:
Anita Bogus by Nancy Horowitz and Robin Horowitz Kollin
Anita Bogus by Edie Seligman
Alan Krelenstein by Sheryl & Sheldon Feinland
Alan Krelenstein by Randi & Jay Vodofsky
Marvin Schwartz by Nancy Horowitz
Stu Elfenbein by Linda & Ron Goldsmith

Theodore & Dora Steinkohl Social Action Fund
For the Yahrzeit of:
Beatrice Crystall by The Crystall Family

In memory of:
Mel Kofman by Phoebe Dichner
Anita Bogus by Gene & Sheila Rouff

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND

For the Yahrzeit of:
Benjamin Kagan by Paulina Hass
Marcella Diamond by Shelley and Barry Ratner
Bernice Keith by Lauren Levitt
Vera Gerstenfeld by the Gerstenfeld family
Gertrude Katz by Susan and Jeff Trazoff
Ted Eierman by Cherie Baum
Barbara Sobel by Harvey Sobel
Mildred Oder by Ronnie and Jerry Fruchtman
Eva Epstein by Susan, Jeff, Evan and Lauren Kirsch
Arlene Zwick by Seymour Zwick
David Heiss by Marilyn and Howard Heiss
Marilyn Gross by Robert Gross
Selma Plotkin by the Plotkin Family
Meyer Katz by Susan and Jeff Trazoff
Emanuel Munice by Ted Munice
Rose and Kenneth Yoss by KC and Alan Yoss
Fred Bergman by Mrs. Rosalind Levine
Joseph Baum by Cherie Baum

In memory of:
Alan Krelenstein by Ellen and Jeff Barrie
Hazel Grossman by Harriet and Conrad Strohl
Ruth Nullman by Harriet and Conrad Strohl
Anita Bogus by Robin and Ira Slad
Anita Bogus by Andrea and Ken Wendler
Anita Bogus by Miriam Metzger
Anita Bogus by Morrisa and Doug Katz
Anita Bogus by Pearl and Michael Scherzer
Michael Nitsberg by Andrea and Ken Wendler

Milton Freibaum by Shelley and Marv Siegel
Shirley Ladman by Barry Fisher & Family

A donation was made by:
Linda and Bernard Kessler
Ellen and Jeff Barrie in honor of the birth of Mila Rae Rosen,
granddaughter of Sharon and Paul Rosen
Randi and Jay Vodofsky in honor of the baby naming of Emma,
Joanne and Ira Kirschner’s granddaughter
Jan, Ron, Jared and Zach Dubin in honor of the birth of
Shoshana, granddaughter of Ruth and Dr. Steven Nadler
Harriet and Conrad Strohl in honor of the Bar Mitzvah of
Matthew Pass, son of Dr. Mark and Heather Pass
Howard and Tara Plotkin & Family in honor of Rabbi Pont
Phyllis and Allan Sobel to wish Rita Zimmerman
a speedy recovery
Phoebe Dichner in honor of Max and Shari Rubinstein’s
wedding.
Norma and Gary Hyman in appreciation of Rabbi Pont
Shelley and Marv Siegel in appreciation of Rabbi Pont
Robin and Ira Slad and family in appreciation of Rabbi Pont
Dr. Phil and Leslie Schragger to send get well wishes to
Sandra Klein.
Barry and Shelley Fisher in honor of the wedding of their
children, Gayle and Ian Heitner

Condolences To:

Shelley and Marv Siegel
on the passing of Shelley’s father,
Milton Freibaum.

Dr. Marten and Robin Ladman
on the passing of Marten’s mother,
Shirley Ladman.

CRYPTS FOR SALE

Two Mausoleum Crypts
located in
Bergen County, NJ
For details, call
317-490-3193
LAW OFFICES OF
GOLDFEIG, GREEN, EIGER &
BIEDZYNISKI, L.L.C.

A full service Law Office handling:

*PERSONAL INJURY
*MUNICIPAL COURT
*DIVORCE
*REAL ESTATE
*WILLS, TRUSTS AND ESTATES

Please call for a free consultation
4400 Route 9 South, 2nd Floor, Suite 2200
Freehold, NJ 07728
PHONE (732) 780-5400
jodelaw@aol.com
ggebnjlaw.com

Garden Irrigation
316 Tennent Road
Morganville, NJ 07751
732-972-9100
Free Estimates

Serving Marlboro - 40 Years
Bloomfield-Cooper Jewish Chapels, Inc.

Our “Jewish Family” Serving Your Jewish Family since 1978

Provider of Dignity Memorial Plans
Monuments for all Jewish cemeteries
Lakewood Ocean Manalapan

1-800-247-5235

Ken Rubinstein Fine Jewelry LLC

Specializing in Engagement Rings Wedding & Anniversary Bands Fine Jewelry, and Luxury Watches At Wholesale Prices

Ask about Laboratory Created Diamonds It’s like having your very own “Uncle in the Jewelry Business”

KenRubinsteinfinejewelry.com 908-209-1892

Stewart N. Lenner President & CEO
Ira Lenner

t. 732.536.6500 ext. 120
f. 732.536.7111
e.slenner@arrownj.com
1.800.701.BUGS (2847)

200-B Campus Drive
Morganville, NJ 07751

www.arrownj.com

“A What Bugs You Bugs Us.”

PEST CONTROL TERMITE CONTROL AND CERTIFICATION PROFESSIONAL HOME INSPECTIONS RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL “SERVING OUR COMMUNITY FOR OVER 44 YEARS!”

ARROW Pest Control Environmental Services Inc.
Park East Kosher Butchers
Take-Out Gourmet Cooked Foods
1623 2nd Avenue
(between 84th-85th Streets)
Tel: 212-737-9800
Fax: 212-737-6027
www.parkeastkosher.com
orders@parkeastkosher.com

Three generations serving you the finest
in Kosher prepared foods and meats
from our butcher department

under the supervision of the Kof-K Glatt Kosher

New Customer Special
20% OFF your 2nd order!

Free Delivery to Monmouth County
Right to Your Door

Minuteman Press.
The First & Last Step In Printing.
E-mail: info@mmpmanalapan.com
www.mmpmanalapan.com
349 Route 9 South
Ashley Plaza
Manalapan, New Jersey
(Between Gordons Corner and Taylors Mills Rds)
732-536-8788
FAX 732-536-0579